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How (and driven by which
mechanisms)
do galaxies form and evolve?

Morphological
change?

• Dynamics

?

?

?

• Star formation
• “Quenching”

z’
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H
K

NB921

Equally selected
“Slices” with >1000
star-forming galaxies in
multiple environments
and with a range of
properties

H2
NBJ

NBH

NBK

Hα (+NB)
Sensitive, good selection
Well-calibrated
Traditionally for Local Universe
Narrow-band technique

•

Now with Wide Field near-infrared cameras:
can be done over large areas

•

And traced up to z ~ 3

broad-band

narrow-band emission-line

HiZELS

The High Redshift Emission Line Survey

(Geach+08,Sobral+09,12,13a)

•

(+Deep2 NBH
+ Subar-HiZELS + HAWK-I)
J. Matthee et al.

Deep & Panoramic
extragalactic survey, narrowband imaging (NB921, NBJ, NBH,
NBK) over ~ 5-10 deg2

of the first galaxies in the universe, which might be very differen
from galaxies in our own neighbourhood. The properties of such
galaxies would provide strong tests to the best models of galaxy
formation and evolution.

broad-band Currently
narrow-band
emission-line
the most distant spectroscopically
confirmed galaxy

•

~80 Nights UKIRT+Subaru
+VLT+CFHT+INT
Narrow-band Filters target Hα at
z=(0.2), 0.4, 0.8, 0.84, 1.47, 2.23
Same reduction+analysis

•

Other lines (simultaneously;
Sobral+09a,b,Sobral+12,13a,b,
Matthee+14)

Sobral et al. 2013a

is at a redshift of 7.213 Ono et al. (2012), which is a Lyman-↵
emitter selected with the narrow-band technique using the Subaru
telescope. Another previous record holder was IOK-1 with a
redshift of 6.96. This one was detected in 2006 also using the
narrow-band technique, looking for Lyman-↵ in the NB973 band
Iye et al. (2006). Mortlock et al. (2011) found a quasar at a
spectroscopic redshift of 7.085, which is the most distant quasa
detected so far. (It shows that blackholes of mass 2 ⇥ 109 M
already existed when the Universe was only 700 million year
old.) ? detected a Gamma Ray Burst (GRB) with a redshift of 8.2
but this signal has vanished since then as the GRB dimmed. Using
the Lyman Break method candidate galaxies have been found a
very high redshifts (z ⇠ 7) (e.g. Bouwens et al. (2011); ?); Oesch
et al. (2012); McLure et al. (2012)) and even z ⇠ 10 (Ellis et al
(2013); Oesch et al. (2013); Bouwens et al. (2013)), but all of these
are too faint to confirm spectroscopically. Lehnert et al. (2010
claimed the spectroscopic detection of a 8.6 Lyman-↵ line of a
Lyman break galaxy in the Hubble Ultra Deep Field. But while
doing follow-up, Bunker et al. (2013) were unable to reproduce
the detection with two independent sets of observations, leading to
the conclusion that it was likely an artefact. Brammer et al. (2013
found a tentative Lyman-↵ emission line at z = 12.12 using the
HST WFC3 grism, but this is only a 2.7 detection and the author
caution for the possibility of this being at a lower redshift because
of a high EW of the emission line.
This history motivates the search for the most luminous high red
shift sources, as they will be much more suitable for spectroscopic
follow-up.

Figure 1. Figure illustrating the narrow-band technique. In red the transmission profile for the narrow-band filter is shown, while blue shows the
profile for the broadband filter. An emission line (for example H↵) is redshifted into the narrow-band filter. The source will be brighter in the narrowband than in the broad-band, so when these magnitudes are substracted, the
emission line is found. The redshift can be determined by other means, for
example photometric redshift and colour-colour selection.

small range of wavelengths, they can be used to look at a small
slice of redshifts and therefore a well-known comoving volume.)
Spectroscopic follow-up of high redshift candidates is a priori
easier for candidates detected by the narrow-band technique, as
these candidates will have strong emission lines. Strong emission
lines require less exposure time to robustly measure the redshift
and are easier to confirm.
The narrow-band technique has been successful in identifying
Lyman-↵ emitters at redshifts z ⇠ 4 7 (e.g. Hu et al. (1999);
Rhoads et al. (2000); Hu et al. (2002); Malhotra & Rhoads (2002);
?); Rhoads et al. (2003); Hu et al. (2004); Malhotra & Rhoads
(2004); Rhoads et al. (2004); ?); Iye et al. (2006); Kashikawa et al.
(2006); Shimasaku et al. (2006); Ouchi et al. (2008); Finkelstein
et al. (2009); Ota et al. (2010); Hibon et al. (2011)). Recent studies
led to candidate Lyman-↵ emitters at redshifts z = 7.7, but none
of these has been spectroscopically confirmed yet (Tilvi et al.
(2010); Hibon et al. (2010); Krug et al. (2012)). Up to at least a
redshift of z ⇠ 6 these studies find that the Luminosity Function
is remarkably constant. There are evidences for evolution at
z ⇠ 6 8, but these samples are small because of relatively small
probed comoving volumes and hence they are severely affected by
cosmic variance.
Until now some attempts (Willis & Courbin (2005); Cuby et al.

>1000 galaxies
per NB slice

Unfortunately in near-infrared wavelengths there is signifi
cant foreground emission due to OH molecules in the Earth’
atmosphere. Some transparant OH windows exist at wavelength
where the atmosphere is transparant to radiation. It is possible to
observe near infrared radiation in these windows very effectively
and several filters have been developed for this purpose.

Lyman-↵ radiation is emitted by gaseous regions around
young stars. The stars ionize the gas and hydrogen recombination
leads to the emission of Lyman-↵. For a single burst of sta
formation this leads to an equivalenth width EW(Ly-↵) of ⇠ 0
300 (for a normal initial mass function and metallicities in range
of 0.2 - 1.0 Zsun ) and quickly drops to zero after about 10-1000
million years Verhamme et al. (2008). Other sources with strong
UV emission are quasars and active galactic nuclei (AGN). Thi
emission comes from a heated accretion disk around a centra
massive black hole. Around these accretion disks Lyman-↵ haloe
are found Weidinger et al. (2005). Equivalenth widths for AGN
can reach to EW(Ly-↵) > 150 Charlot & Fall (1993). Lyman-↵
emission can also originate from cold accretion. Once gas accrete
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Hα Star formation History
Strong decline with
cosmic time
Sobral+13a

Hα Star formation History
Strong decline with cosmic
time
!

log10(SFRD) = -2.1/(1+z)
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Stellar Mass density
evolution
Star formation history
prediction matches
observations

Hα Star formation History
Strong decline with cosmic
time
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Stellar Mass density
evolution
assembly
What
are the main drivers?
!

Star formation history
What’s evolving?
prediction matches
observations
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SFR function: Strong SFR*evolution
SFR*(T)=10(4.23/T+0.37) Mo/yr

T, Gyrs

Faint-end
slope: Ử = -1.6

13x decrease over last 11 Gyrs
Sobral+14, MNRAS
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Galaxy Dynamics at z~0.8-2.2
Integral Field Units, IFUs
e.g. SINFONI / VLT
Hα-selected targets are ideal
Large areas (+ 4-5
fields): easy to find NGS

Table 1. Observation log for the narrow-band observations conducted with
to 79, were obtained with WIRCam, in order to survey a total area of about
Field ID

R.A.
(J2000)

0-28
29-53
54-79

22 18 00 to 22 22 00
22 14 00 to 22 18 00
22 10 00 to 22 14 00

Dec.
(J2000)

00 04 00 to + 00 06 24
00 04 00 to + 00 06 24
00 04 00 to + 00 06 24

Known H-alpha fluxes

Very efficient combination to get
sub-kpc resolution

Int.
(ks/

1
1
0

Galaxy Dynamics at z~0.8-2.2
Swinbank al. 2012a,b

The Dynamics and Metallicity Gradients of Star-Forming Galaxies at z = 0.84–2.23

78

Swinbank et al. From

AO IFU observations

~5 hours of VLT time

gure 3. Hα and dynamics maps of the SHiZELS targets. For each galaxy, the left hand panel shows the Hα emission line flux. The
ntours denote a star-formation surface density of ΣSF =0.1 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2 . The central two panels show the velocity field and line-sight velocity dispersion profile (σ) respectively. The right hand panel shows the residual velocity field after subtracting the best-fit
nematic model. The r.m.s. of the residuals is given in each panel (for SHiZELS 4&12 there are too few resolution elements across thekinemetry
urce to meaningfully attempt to fit disk models).

Figure 3. continued...
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From AO IFU observations

Figure 3. continued...

~10 hours of VLT time

kinemetry coeﬃcients. We therefore allow the dynamical
center to vary over the range allowed by the family of bestfit two dimensional models and measure the kinemetry in
each case. We also perturb the velocity and dispersion maps
by the errors on each pixel and re-measure the asymmegure 3. Hα and dynamics maps of the SHiZELS targets. For each galaxy, the left hand panel shows the Hα emission line flux. The
try, reporting the velocity and dispersion asymmetries, (KV
−1
−2
ntours denote a star-formation surface density of ΣSF =0.1 M⊙ yr kpc . The central two panels show the velocity field and line-sight velocity dispersion profile (σ) respectively. The right hand panel shows the residual velocity field after subtracting the best-fit and Kσ respectively) along with their errors in Table 2. The
nematic model. The r.m.s. of the residuals is given in each panel (for SHiZELS 4&12 there are too few resolution elements across the total asymmetry, KTot can be used to crudely diﬀerentiate
disks from mergers using the limit KTot ∼0.5. For the galaxurce to meaningfully attempt to fit disk models).
ies in our sample, five have asymmetries that meet the disk
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3.1
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gure 3. Hα and dynamics maps of the SHiZELS targets. For each galaxy, the left hand panel shows the Hα emission line flux. each
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ntours denote a star-formation surface density of ΣSF =0.1 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2 . The central two panels show the velocity field and by
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-sight velocity dispersion profile (σ) respectively. The right hand panel shows the residual velocity field after subtracting the best-fit
nematic model. The r.m.s. of the residuals is given in each panel (for SHiZELS 4&12 there are too few resolution elements acrossand
the Kσ respectively) along with their errors in Table 2. The
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gure 3. Hα and dynamics maps of the SHiZELS targets. For each galaxy, the left hand panel shows the Hα emission line flux. The
ntours denote a star-formation surface density of ΣSF =0.1 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2 . The central two panels show the velocity field and line-sight velocity dispersion profile (σ) respectively. The right hand panel shows the residual velocity field after subtracting the best-fit
nematic model. The r.m.s. of the residuals is given in each panel (for SHiZELS 4&12 there are too few resolution elements across thekinemetry
urce to meaningfully attempt to fit disk models).

~45 hours of VLT time
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Figure 3. continued...

coeﬃcients. We therefore allow the dynamical
center to vary over the range allowed by the family of best-
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a velocity gradient of 480
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SwinbankThe
etStar-Forming
al. 2012a
ISM at z = 0.84–2.23 from HiZELS

Swinbank al. 2012b
(MNRAS/ApJ):
- Star-forming clumps: scaledup version of local HII regions

!

- Negative metallicity
gradients: “inside-out” growth
Fig. 1.— Hα intensity and kinematics of the SHiZELS galaxies in this paper. For each source, the left hand image shows the Hα emission
line map, the central image shows the Hα velocity field with the best-fit kinematic model overlaid as contours and the right-hand image
shows the line of sight velocity dispersion. At least six galaxies (SHiZELS 1, 7, 8, 9, 10, & 11), have dynamics that suggest that the ionised
gas is in a large, rotating disk as suggested by velocity field modelling and low kinemetry values (KTOT =0.20–0.49; Swinbank et al. 2012).
Two are compact (SHiZELS 4 & 12) and the dynamics of SHiZELS 14 are more complex which may suggest a merger.

time when they are assembling the bulk of their stellar mass, and thus at a critical stage in their evolutionary history. We use the data to explore the starformation distribution and intensity within the ISM, as
well as the properties of the star-forming regions. We
adopt a WMAP cosmology with ΩΛ =0.73, Ωm =0.27, and
H0 =72 km s−1 Mpc−1 . In thic cosmology and at the median redshift of our survey, z=1.47, a spatial resolution
of 0.1′′ corresponds to a physical scale of 0.8 kpc. All
quoted magnitudes are on the AB system. For all of the
star-formation rates and stellar mass estimates, we use a
Chabrier IMF (Chabrier 2003).

and were reduced in an identical manner to the science
observations.
As Fig. 1 shows, all nine galaxies in our SINFONIHiZELS survey (SHiZELS) display strong Hα
emission, with a range of Hα luminosities of
L(Hα)∼1041.4−42.4 erg/s (star-formation rates of 1–
14 M⊙ yr−1 ; Kennicutt 1998a). Fitting the Hα and
[Nii]λλ6548,6583 emission lines pixel-by-pixel using a χ2
minimisation procedure we construct intensity, velocity
and velocity dispersion maps of our sample and show
these in Fig. 1 (see Swinbank et al. 2012 for details).

2. OBSERVATIONS

For this sample, the ratio of dynamical-to-dispersion
support is v sin(i)/σ=0.3–3, with a median of 1.1±0.3,
which is consistent with similar measurements for both
AO and non-AO studies of star-forming galaxies at this
epoch (Förster Schreiber et al. 2009). As Swinbank
et al. (2012) show, the velocity fields and low kinemetry values (KTOT =0.20–0.49) suggest that at least six

Details of the target selection, observations and datareduction are given in Swinbank et al. (2012). Briefly, we
selected nine galaxies from the HiZELS survey with Hα
fluxes 0.7–1.6×10−16 erg s cm−2 (star-formation rates 1–
14 M⊙ yr−1 ) which lie within 30′′ of bright (R<15) stars.
We performed natural guide star adaptive optics obser-

3. ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION

SINFONI
~50 hours of VLT time

Figure 3. Hα and dynamics maps of the SHiZELS targets. For each galaxy, the left hand panel show
contours denote a star-formation surface density of ΣSF =0.1 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2 . The central two panels
of-sight velocity dispersion profile (σ) respectively. The right hand panel shows the residual velocity fi
kinematic model. The r.m.s. of the residuals is given in each panel (for SHiZELS 4&12 there are too fe
source to meaningfully attempt to fit disk models).

Mostly disks-like (~70-80%)

Many “clumpy” (c.f.
Swinbank+12b)
(2008) and define the velocity asymmetry (K
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Stellar mass TF relation

as the average of the kn coeﬃcients with n=2–5, normalised to the first
Cosine term in the Fourier series (which represents circular
motion); and the velocity dispersion asymmetry (Kσ ) as the
average of the first five coeﬃcients (n=1–5) also normalised
to the first Cosine term. For an ideal disk, Kv and Kσ will be
zero. In a merging system, strong deviations from the idealised case causes large Kv and Kσ values, which can reach
Kv ∼Kσ ∼10 for very disturbed systems. The total asym-

Rotation ~70-200 km/s
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2
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=K2V +K2σ
model disks, we recover KTot
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Figure 3. Hα and dynamics maps of the SHiZELS targets. For eac
contours denote a star-formation surface density of ΣSF =0.1 M⊙ yr
of-sight velocity dispersion profile (σ) respectively. The right hand
kinematic model. The r.m.s. of the residuals is given in each panel (
source
meaningfully
attempt to fit disk models).
Figure 3. Hα and dynamics maps of the SHiZELS targets. For each galaxy, the left hand panel shows the Hα emission
line to
flux.
The
contours denote a star-formation surface density of ΣSF =0.1 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2 . The central two panels show the velocity field and lineof-sight velocity dispersion profile (σ) respectively. The right hand panel shows the residual velocity field after subtracting the best-fit
kinematic model. The r.m.s. of the residuals is given in each panel (for SHiZELS 4&12 there are too few resolution elements across the
(2008) and define
source to meaningfully attempt to fit disk models).

(2008) and define the velocity asymmetry (KV ) as the average of the kn coeﬃcients with n=2–5, normalised to the first
Cosine term in the Fourier series (which represents circular
motion); and the velocity dispersion asymmetry (Kσ ) as the
average of the first five coeﬃcients (n=1–5) also normalised
to the first Cosine term. For an ideal disk, Kv and Kσ will be
zero. In a merging system, strong deviations from the idealised case causes large K and K values, which can reach

the velocity asymmetry (KV ) as the average of the kn coeﬃcients with n=2–5, normalised to the first
Cosine term in the Fourier series (which represents circular
2
metry, KTot is KTot
=K2V +K2σ ) and for our motion);
mock sample
andofthe velocity dispersion asymmetry (Kσ ) as the
model disks, we recover KTot,disk =0.30±0.03
compared
to first five coeﬃcients (n=1–5) also normalised
average of the
KTot,merger =2±1 for the mergers.
to the first Cosine term. For an ideal disk, Kv and Kσ will be
For the galaxies in our sample, we measure
zero.theInvelocity
a merging system, strong deviations from the ideand velocity dispersion asymmetry, (SHiZELS
4 &case
12 have
alised
causes large Kv and Kσ values, which can reach
too few independent spatial resolution elements across the
Kv ∼Kσ ∼10 for very disturbed systems. The total asymgalaxy so we omit these from the kinemetry analysis). First,

z~0

SDSS (Peng+10)

Environment?
z~1

Sobral et al. 2011

At z~1: Similar to z~0 / SDSS
Fig 6: The red fraction in SDSS as functions of stellar mass and environment.

Fig 7: As for Figure 5, but for the zCOSMOS sample at 0.3 < z < 0.6.

The fraction of (non-merging) star-forming galaxies declines
red fraction for very low mass galaxies, for which
is by conwith the values p to p given in Table 2, plotted at intervals of
struction zero.and environment
with both mass
0.2 dex in m and .
By inserting the two fitted relations (5) into (6), we recover
1

4

m

Evolution of SFR* (SSFR) same in
fields and clusters since z=2.23

SFR-Mass relation also
~the same in different
environments

What about their dynamics?

Koyama et al. 2013
(For “extreme” environmental
eﬀects see e.g. Stroe et al. 2014)
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AO IFU observations

~5 hours of VLT time

gure 3. Hα and dynamics maps of the SHiZELS targets. For each galaxy, the left hand panel shows the Hα emission line flux. The
ntours denote a star-formation surface density of ΣSF =0.1 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2 . The central two panels show the velocity field and line-sight velocity dispersion profile (σ) respectively. The right hand panel shows the residual velocity field after subtracting the best-fit
nematic model. The r.m.s. of the residuals is given in each panel (for SHiZELS 4&12 there are too few resolution elements across thekinemetry
urce to meaningfully attempt to fit disk models).

Figure 3. continued...
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Fig. 2.— Two dimensional velocity fields for the sixteen galaxies in our KMOS sample. The contours denote the dynamics of the best-fit
two dimensional disk model. From these velocity fields, thirteen galaxies have dynamics that resemble rotating systems, and we extract
one dimensional rotation curves (shown as insets for each galaxy) extracted from the dynamical center and position angle from the best-fit
dynamical model. In these plots, the error bars for the velocities are derived from the formal 1σ uncertainty in the velocity arising from
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Metallicities
KMOS galaxies z=0.81
12+log(O/H) = 8.62 +-0.07

Solar value: 8.66 +-0.07
Group galaxies
slightly more
metal rich

Fig. 2.— Two dimensional velocity fields for the sixteen galaxies in our KMOS sample. The contours denote the dynamics of the best-fit
two dimensional disk model. From these velocity fields, thirteen galaxies have dynamics that resemble rotating systems, and we extract
one dimensional rotation curves (shown as insets for each galaxy) extracted from the dynamical center and position angle from the best-fit
dynamical model. In these plots, the error bars for the velocities are derived from the formal 1σ uncertainty in the velocity arising from
the Gaussian profile fits to the Hα emission. The final three galaxies in this plot do not resemble rotating systems.

the moment map as a function of angle is extracted and
decomposed into its Fourier series which have coeﬃcients
kn at each radii (see ? for more details).
We therefore measure the velocity field and velocity
dispersion asymmetry for all of the galaxies in our sample, defining the velocity asymmetry (KV ) and the velocity dispersion asymmetry (Kσ ) as in ?. For an ideal
disk, the values of Kv and Kσ will be zero. In contrast, in a merging system, strong deviations from the
idealised case causes large values of Kv and Kσ (which
can reach Kv ∼ Kσ ∼ 10 for very disturbed systems).For

[NII]/Ha
=0.32+-0.13

the KMOS galaxies in our sample, we measure the velocity and velocity dispersion asymmetry and report their
values in Table 1, (NBJ-CFHT 1724, 1713 and 1793 have
too few independent spatial resolution elements across
the galaxy so we omit these from the kinemetry analysis). Although the errors bars on KTOT are large (these
errors are found by bootstrap resampling for the errors in
the velocities, velocity dispersions and dynamical centers
of each galaxy), the average Ktot = 0.40 ± 0.07 suggests
that the majority of these galaxies are dominated by disklike dynamics (indeed, twelve of the thirteen galaxies in

but also
more
massive

Stott, Sobral et al. 2013b

z=0.84 + z=1.47 Ha

HiZELS “Fundamental” Mass-Metallicity-SFR relation at z~1-2

z=0.8-1.5

Stott, Sobral et al. 2013b

KMOS galaxies
sit nicely on the
3D relation

Stott, Sobral et al. 2014, submitted

Evolution of the Tully Fisher relation?
Small Evolution in ZP

Agrees with z~1-2 TF

No difference
field vs group
With just ~2 hours of
VLT time
Sobral+13b
“Easy” to build samples of ~1000
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e, positions are approximate to avoid galaxy velocity fields from overlapping. The white dashed line represents the location of the ‘mai

Stott et al. 2014, Sobral, Swinbank et al. 2013

StarFormation
FormationRate
Rate(Mo/yr)
(M /yr)
Star

The KMOS survey of star-forming galaxies at z=1-2
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PRELIMINARY	

UK GT program	

6.5N in P92	

245 targets in 13 masks	

95% detection	

Ray Sharples, John Stott, Mark Swinbank
Richard 74%
Bower,resolved
Martin Bureau

1

& the UK GTO survey team

9
10
109

1010
1010
stellar mass / M

1111
1010

CO follow-up well underway with PdBI and ALMA

ALMA

PdBI

PdBI

PdBI

Mgas = 1-3x1010Mo (a=2)	

M* = 2-4x10Mo	

fgas ~30-50%	

Mgas / SFR ~ 1Gyr

Metallicity gradients
for CF-HiZELS
KMOS sample"
!

Agreement with
SINFONI results
(Swinbank+12a)
Mostly negative or
flat, very few positive
Can we reconcile
apparently discrepant
results at z~1-2
(negative vs positive
metallicity gradients)?
Stott et al. 2014

Stott, Sobral et al. 2014

Different sSFRs => lead to discrepancies

Metallicity Gradients increase with increasing sSFR
Suggests high sSFRs may be driven by funnelling of
“metal poor” gas into their centres
Results may help to explain the FMR (negative
correlation between metallicity and SFR at fixed mass)

Conclusions:
- Hα selection z~0.2-2.2: Robust, self-consistent SFRH +
Agreement with the stellar mass density growth
!
- The bulk of the evolution over the last 11 Gyrs is in the typical
SFR (SFR*) at all masses: factor ~13x
!

- SINFONI w/ AO: Star-forming galaxies since z=2.23: ~75% “disks”,
negative metallicity gradients, many show clumps
- KMOS+Hα (NB) selection works extraordinarily well: resolved
dynamics of typical SFGs in ~1-2 hours, 75+-8% disks, 50-275km/s
- KMOS: Confirmed a rich group of star-forming galaxies at z=0.813
with ~solar metallicities, typical SFRs, all disks. Group galaxies more
massive & slightly lower sSFRs + higher Metallicity, but the same TF
and mass-metallicity relations

!
- KMOS CF-HiZELS: Metallicity gradients correlate with sSFR:
FMR & explains discrepancies ?
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Although:
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75+-8% Disks
Shallow, negative
metallicity
gradients
Rotation speeds of
50-275 km/s
~solar metallicity
Group galaxies:
100% disks
Sobral+13b

Fig. 2.— Two dimensional velocity fields for the sixteen galaxies in our KMOS sample. The contours denote the dynamics of the best-fit
two dimensional disk model. From these velocity fields, thirteen galaxies have dynamics that resemble rotating systems, and we extract
one dimensional rotation curves (shown as insets for each galaxy) extracted from the dynamical center and position angle from the best-fit
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Table 2.1: Observation log for the NBJ (LowOH2) observations on CFHT WIRCam.
Emission line
Lyman-↵
H↵
OII
OIII
H

z
(nm)
121.6
652.3
372.7
500.7
486.1

Volume

0

8.76
0.81
2.18
1.37
1.44

Table 2.2: Redshifts at which the LowOH-2 filter (

±
±
±
±
±
c

0.04
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01

106 Mpc3 deg 2
0.52
0.13
0.36
0.20
0.21

= 1187 nm,

= 10 nm), targets emission lines.

1. Dark substraction
2. Create skyflat
3. Create mask for bad pixels
4. Improve skyflat
5. Match coordinate system
6. Stack individal frames

Dark exposures measure the intrinsic noise of the detector (so called dark current) and
fore the first step is to substract the dark exposures from the raw exposures. For each field
ndividual exposures were made in a jitter pattern with small (but certainly not negligible)
ence in the pointings. WIRCam has four camera’s and the following steps are done for each
ra (and each field) seperately.
To create first pass skyflat, which is made to correct for the di↵erent sensitivities across the

Exploring a wide range of
local densities: same
selection/survey
8 sigma
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Cluster? Proto-cluster? How special
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dynamics?

Sobral et al. 2013a

Geach et al. 2012

CFHT/WIRcam survey
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Fig. 1. Left: A colour-magnitude plot demonstrating the selection of narrow-band excess sou
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cutHα
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Select
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AHa~1

Extinction-Mass z~0-1.5
Garn & Best 2010: Stellar Mass
correlates with dust extinction in
the local Universe
!
Relation holds up to z~1.5-2

z=1.47
Sobral et al. 2012

z=1.47

FIR derived AHa = 0.9-1.2 mag

Ibar et al. 2013
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Fig. 1. Left: A colour-magnitude plot demonstrating the selection of narrow-band excess sou
S09a). All > 3-⇤ detections in the NBJ image are plotted and the curves represent significan
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Selection Matters:
z~1.5-2.23
UV selection:
metal-poor
Same masses
Ha selection:
only slightly subsolar
Swinbank+12a
Stott+13b

Conclusions:
KMOS+Ha selected works extraordinarily well: resolved
dynamics in ~1-2 hours, 75+-8% disks, 50-275km/s
Confirmed a rich group of star-forming galaxies at
z=0.813 with ~solar metallicities, typical SFRs, all disks
!

Confirmed the weak TF ZP evolution to z~1
!

Group galaxies more massive & slightly lower sSFRs +
higher Metallicity, but the same TF and mass-metallicity
relations
- More data were taken in September - doubles the
sample size. Results in ~2 months. Data is public!

Lisbon’s
Observatory

Come visit!

Institute of Astrophysics
and Space Sciences

Morphologies: ACS+CANDELS

Hα Star-forming galaxies since z=2.23
Disk-like/Non-mergers
~75%
Mergers/Irregulars
~25%
Mergers ~
20-30% up to
z=2.23
Sizes (M*):
3.6+-0.2 kpc
Sobral+09a, Stott+13a

Morphology-SFR relationat z~1
	


Sobral et al. 2009a

SFR*

• Depends on SFR / H-alpha Luminosity
•
•

SFR*

Disks/non-mergers completely dominate at SFR<SFR*, (L<L*)
!
Population “shift”~SFR*: Irr/mergers dominant (reaching 100%)

Mergers?

Stott et al. 2013a

Mergers responsible for ~20% SFRD since z=2.2 (S09)

